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Original thinking that 
shapes the debate and 
creates business value
We are the FT’s thought leadership specialist

Thought leadership strategy and campaign 
design

Quant and qual research capability

Editorial expertise across a range of business and 
societal issues 
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Trusted 
by these 
brands
We help the world’s 
leading companies 
produce thought 
leadership that 
lets them lead the 
conversation
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We make 
stories that 
create impact

Powerful insights that 
spark and sustain 
conversations and gets 
noticed by the people 
who matter - across the 
full range of channels 
(Paid, Earned, Shared 
and Owned)

Powerful outcomes

90.0M+
organic social 

media impressions 

7,800+
key findings

report downloads

121.8M+
total TV broadcast 

viewership

| Women @ Work campaign
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Turning dry 
data into
compelling
insight

|  European Payment Report 
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Find the 
hook that 
gets attention

European Payment Report 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ojeWdYQ69aU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jVpsthn6kPA
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Research + Story = Impact
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Research 
that tells 
a story

Survey demographics
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Winning the 
war for 
attention

What would you say in 18 seconds?

Source: FT Longitude and ME survey, May 2024
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another survey. .

The world isn’t waiting for….
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another report. .

The world isn’t waiting for….



Stories attract your audience….
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Ideas drive conversations…



Four steps for research 
that tells a story



STEP ONE

Analyse what 
they care 
about

EXAMPLE A:

Survey of c-suite topic 
interests

Source: FT Longitude and ME survey, May 
2024

Global market trends

Consumer behaviour changes

Future of work

Business strategy 

Operations

Technology

Business environment

Regulatory and compliance shifts

Climate, sustainability and ESG

Hot topics for business leaders



STEP ONE

Analyse what 
they care 
about

EXAMPLE B:

Trending media for AI 
subtopics over the last 
five years.

Source: Meltwater (2024) AI + subtopic, media mentions by year. 



STEP TWO

Grab their 
attention

Good headlines

Easy to digest

Relevancy  

The headline grabs me

It’s quick and/or easy to digest

It looks like it will help me in my role

It’s clearly aimed at people in my role/industry

It has urgency and is relevant to our key challenges

The content is presented in a range of engaging formats

There’s a compelling story

It provides fresh insight on our board-level agenda

What grabs an executive’s attention?

Source: FT Longitude and ME survey, May 
2024



STEP THREE

Find the 
“so what?”

Original insight

Compelling data

Real world examples

An original perspective on relevant business topics

It presents compelling data on research on the topic

It’s easy and enjoyable to read or consume

It includes detailed examples and case studies

The content is presented in engaging formats

It’s presented in a creative or eye-catching way

It includes interviews or commentary from respected 
industry experts

It provides actionable recommendations on specific 
business challenges you are facing

What are they looking for?

Source: FT Longitude and ME survey, May 
2024



STEP FOUR

Make it easy 
to consume 

Reports for depth

Case studies inspire

Interactivity helps

Longer research-based reports

Case studies

Opinion pieces, blogs or articles

Quizzes and polls

Videos

Interactive data tools/experiences

Webinars

In-person workshops, briefings and events

Infographics, including animations

Powerpoint decks

Podcasts

And what formats do they like?

Source: FT Longitude and ME survey, May 
2024
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Charts are okay….



Visual 
stories 
are better
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And 
sometimes 
less is more



1. Structure your presentation

2. Point out the key finding

3. Explore what it means

4. Facilitate discussion

5. Keep bringing them back to the big story

Keep your 
audience 
with you
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Apply the 
‘Think, Feel, 
Do’ test

How do you want 
audiences to respond 
to your content?



Thank you

gareth.lofthouse@ft.com


